Food Waste Hacker
WEB DEVELOPER FULL STACK INTERN
(FULL TIME/ PART TIME)
LightBlue reconciles business excellence with sustainability since 2012. Over the past 8 years, we
developed unique skills, technologies (here) and methodologies to minimize food waste and run over 45
projects for International Hotel Groups (Marriott, Hyatt, Accor..), Government Agencies (TCEB),
International Organizations (GIZ, Michelin Guide Thailand - video HERE..), Business and Culinary Schools
(Republic Polytechnic Singapore, ESCP Europe, Ferrandi) and restaurant groups (Cofoco) in 10 countries.
To date, we helped save more than 1 Million Kg of food from being discarded!
About our Tech: Food Intel Tech (FIT), made of an
App + Data Analytics software, offers a practical and
scalable solutions for commercial kitchens willing to
track and reduce food waste and associated costs at
multiple locations, at a very affordable price. FIT is a
proud recipient of the label "Solar Impulse
Foundation Efficient Solution".

LightBlue just got accepted into
Google’s Startup Advisor: SDG
program! The successful applicant
will be fully involved in it.

What are we expecting from you?

Your mission, should you accept it, is to build on the work laid by a group of MSc students from ESSECCentral Supelec’, aiming at integrating gamification into our app, and make sense of our large database of
users to establish the most solid benchmarking system in the hospitality sector.
Scope of Work
In close collaboration with LightBlue’s team and freelance CTO/developer, you shall take on the following
responsibilities:

You will get an opportunity to support our
strategic needs and hone your managerial skills.
FIT project management
FIT software
Design and develop our web platform, including:
Improvements to the current platform (e.g. our calculation methods)
Implement new features
Take part in the redesign of the platform to adopt new web standards (Laravel, Bootstrap, ReactJS)
Work in an agile environment focused on continuous deliveries and value to our customers
Identify problems and provide appropriate solutions

Help achieve the UN SDGs since 2012

Who are we looking for?

◆ Web development experience using PHP is required
◆ Familiar with RESTful API, specifically Laravel backend
◆ Web development experience with HTML, CSS, JSON, JavaScript is required
◆ Data processing and calculation experience is a bonus
◆ Knowledge of UI design/React is a bonus
◆ Knowledge of SQL and maintenance of database skills is preferred
◆ Excellent conduct of English (verbal and written) is required
◆ Ability to build reusable code
◆ Ability to work in an agile environment
◆ Hands-on/can do attitude, with business mindset
◆ Ability to work independently
◆ For part time intern, please state your time commitment in CV or cover letter
You don’t fit these requirements but feel it’s for you? send us a 3 min video explaining why YOU are the one

What do you get from us?

◆ We carefully train and nurture our team members: participation to the Food Waste Prevention Online

Course (Certificate of Proficiency provided), and to any other training delivered to normal customers while
working with us
Serious credentials, working with a pioneer food waste hacking tech and consulting company
Opportunity to prepare and deliver hands-on food waste prevention projects, to train professional and
provide advisory services.
Stipends: 200 USD/month

◆
◆
◆

We know! The stipends suck, really. Actually this position is a steppingstone: we are taking this opportunity
to scout the most promising talents to become part of our company. Should we part ways after this, rest
assure that you will have gained unique credentials that will open many doors.

Starting date: ASAP, minimum 6 months
Working location: Anywhere on Planet Earth

*The candidate needs to have his/her own laptop, and to reasonably adapt to
LightBlue’s working hours (9am-6pm Bangkok time, GMT+7)

Ready to make data a force for good?
Send us a cover letter AND your resume to both chompoo@lightblueconsulting.com
and hello@lightblueconsulting.com. Only full applications will be assessed!

